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Slash in a February file photo. (Ethan Miller/AFP)

The only axe Slash had to grind Friday night was his guitar, not dealing with any speculation about Axl.

A guest speaker at this year's Canadian Music Week – and answering questions about whether Guns N' Roses
would perform at the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame's induction ceremony repeatedly during press interviews – Slash
finally let loose on stage before a sold-out crowd at Toronto's Phoenix Concert Theatre who were in paradise.

The top-hat sporting guitarist, along with his backing group the Conspirators (including acclaimed singer Myles
Kennedy and Canadian Todd Kerns) tore through a rich back catalogue as well as a lone tune from his forthcoming
studio album Apocalyptic Love into early Saturday morning.

The five-piece group opened the lengthy set with the mid-tempo rocker Ghost as Slash – wearing shades and a
black skull and crossbones t-shirt, let his playing do most of the talking on the small club stage. From there the
hard-driving, foot-stomping Mean Bone energized the band that admittedly hadn't played together for some time.
Heck guitarist Frank Sidoris was making his debut in the band!

Playing without much rest between songs, Slash and company ploughed through Velvet Revolver’s Sucker Train
Blues which garnered a large response from the tightly packed throng. Kennedy perhaps wanted to speed things up
too much, introducing a song before realizing he skipped one on the set list as Slash playfully tapped him.
Fortunately it was one of the few miscues in the show as the group sounded as fresh and crisp as they did on Made
In Stoke, last year’s double-disc live affair.
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Although some of Slash's guitar solos were short early on, there were several occasions for him to shine. Despite
stealing the show with his Godfather Solo near the main set's homestretch, the combination of the Guns N’ Roses
nugget Civil War and especially the groove-soaked Rocket Queen featured some stellar work with both hands
working overtime on the guitar for extended riffs. He would also take a moment to ask the crowd to assist him with
O Canada, something fans heartily provided vocals to.

If there was any major drawback, it might have been the lack of tunes from Apocalyptic Love. Whether a ploy to
avoid the songs from hitting YouTube or not wanting to entertain with unheard material, fans only got the world
live debut of You're A Lie which Slash definitely enjoyed performing. Another keeper was Speed Parade that went
from bruising rock to rockabilly punk and back with ease.

Following Just Like Anything, Slash began to dust off the heavyweights starting with Sweet Child O’ Mine that
sounded like it had been done many times before. Surprisingly Slither, the hard-charging Velvet Revolver song,
fared far better as the audience pumped fists when not holding up cameras or phones to record the proceedings.

Overall, Slash, Kennedy and The Conspirators executed a fine show featuring blasts from the pasts and a hint of
what’s in store.

Axl would be proud, not that Slash would care.
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